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PLANETARY EXPLORATION WORKSHOP – THU 8th NOV – YOUR BRIEF! 
 

LUNA - Timocharis Crater: Are There Volcanic Caves on the Moon? 

 

 
 
MISSION OVERVIEW 
The Timocharis Crater is a large impact crater within the Mare Imbrium (Latin for "Sea of 
Showers" or "Sea of Rains"), a vast lava plain within the Imbrium Basin on the Moon. Could the 
crater hide entrances to lava pipes which could shelter a future moon base from the effects 
of solar radiation, extreme heat and cold? Would Timocharis  What kinds of materials might 
we find - water (Hydrogen + Oxygen), carbon (rocks), crystals hinting at the origins of the 
Solar System and Earth itself?  
 
What awe-inspiring selfies might the team be able to take of the Earth from the base of the 
crater? 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_mare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
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YOUR MISSION GOAL - 4 X TEAMS 
Craft a map for the mission (in 45 minutes), a habitat for astronaut explorers, and program 
rovers to explore the maps... 

● MAP TEAM: Build a topographic map of the area around the base site to scale 
● HAB TEAM: Design a Habitat to support a 6-person science team 
● ROVER TEAM 1: Program rover to ascend the Western rim of the crater, taking a 

number of photos from different places, then return 
● ROVER TEAM 2: Program rover to explore the central impact crater, and the Eastern 

rim of the crater, taking a number of photos from different places, then return 
 
CHALLENGES 

● Use the supplied Google Earth link on the Moon Map to locate the proposed habitat 
base site at Timocharis Crater 

● MAP TEAM: build a map of the site using 4 X A0 sheets, indicating key features 
○ What’s the right scale for the map? Assume we will speed up time 100X, and 

the rover can travel 1 metre per second at top speed 
○ Where are the hazards? 
○ What areas and or directions do the rovers need to avoid? 
○ Using Google Earth and other space imagery, find and map interesting 

features - and craft a description of the site. 
○ What other sites on Mars would be amazing to visit? Find some in Google 

Earth and get ready to share back.,  
● HAB TEAM: answer key design questions 

○ Living space 
○ Landing pad for the lander vehicle 
○ Rover docking 
○ Airlocks 
○ Solar power 
○ Life support equipment / biosphere? 
○ What else? 

● ROVER TEAM 1: you are to traverse to the Western rim of the crater, and climb out 
○ Where will you go? 
○ How will you avoid getting stuck? 
○ Get measurements from the MAP team to work out how fast and far you need 

to go, and in what direction 
○ Note: you must ‘recharge’ (flash your lights) each time you change direction! 

● ROVER TEAM 2: near the proposed base site is a central impact crater. Take photos 
of it from several directions, then transit to the Eastern rim of the crater, then return. 

○ Where will you go? 
○ How will you avoid falling into the central crater? 
○ Get measurements from the MAP team to work out how fast and far you need 

to go, and in what direction 
○ Note: you must ‘recharge’ (flash your lights) each time you change direction! 
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INTEL 

● Google Earth Map locaton supplied 
● Wikipedia: shortlink http://bit.ly/SCLuna1 
● Enormous image of the site: shortlink http://bit.ly/SCLuna2 
● Alternate lave tube site: Marius Hills, see http://bit.ly/SCLuna3  
● More on Luna tubes for a moon base, see http://bit.ly/SCLuna4 

http://bit.ly/SCLuna2
http://bit.ly/SCLuna3

